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ABSTRACT. The GeoGebra application will be used to view the triangles working for a
regular quadrilateral pyramid, the pyramid for their move by sliding, in order to be
presented as 2D imagine and view a section parallel to the base designed to any
distance from the top of the pyramid.

1. Drawing a pyramid with GeoGebra
The perception of three dimension shapes is a challenge for all teacher and students. When
it comes to extract particular geometric figures from a three dimension shape, then
students are almost giving up.
In this section I propose using GeoGebra for giving another perception about
Working Triangles and Particular Sections in a Rectangular Pyramid.
First step in constructing any Sections or
Triangle within a Pyramid is to build the Pyramid
itself.
I propose a position of a convenient
choice, having the base of the pyramid with the
vertices A(-6, -1) , B(2, -1) , C(6, 1) , D(-2, 1), and
the pyramid vertex at V(0, 12). The chosen
position shows a pyramid having a base edge of
8 units and a height of 12 units.
For a better image, the axes and the grid
can be hided.
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Once we have the vertices on the graphing area, it is useful to fix the points (Image 1):
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Image 2.
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In that manner, the pyramid will not, accidentally, change its shape. Also, for a better
comprehension of three dimension shapes, we can change the style of unseen lines to
interrupted line (Image 2).
We can now proceed to show triangles and extract them from the pyramid.

2. Using sliders to extract working triangles from the pyramid
By working triangles I understand right triangles determined by important segments of the
pyramid. These triangles are :
 The triangle determined by: the Height of the pyramid, the Radius of the base’s
circumcised circle and the pyramid Edge ;
 The triangle determined by: the Height of the pyramid, the Base’s Apothem and
the Pyramid’s Apothem ;
 The triangle determined by: the Pyramid’s Apothem, the Pyramid’s Edge and a
half-base side.
To realize the sliding movement, is needed an initial position of the triangle, a final
position of the triangle, or at least of its vertices, and a variable that achieve the sliding
between the two positions.

a. Setting the initial triangle.
As we don’t have all the vertices of these triangles drown, we fix the point O(0, 0) as the
centre of the base and M as the midpoint of BC. They will allow us to build the working
triangles.
Using the points A, O and V, construct the triangle AOV. Once the triangle shows up,
it will get a name (poly3). The color of the triangle can be changed by right-clicking on the
triangle and choosing Object properties, Color. It is useful when more than one figure will
be sown in the picture.

Image 4.
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b. Setting the final position of the triangle.
The final position of the triangle AOV is set in the triangle named JLI. The coordinates
assigned to the points are J (12.3 , 0 ) ; L(18 , 0) ; I(18 , 12) , and reflect the correct ratio
between given length.
As specified earlier, the final position for the vertices will be sufficient to simulate
the extraction.

c. Setting the slider
Choose Slider from the Menu bar. Clicking on the drawing pad will set the slider position, as
well as opening a dialog box asking about slider’s properties.

Image 5.

The slider is a number named n, variable between 0 and 1, with an increment of 0.01, for
showing a smooth movement.
To realize the movement between the position AOV of the triangle to the position
JLI, right-click above the triangle, choose Object properties, and in the Definition field,
change from Polygon [A, O, V] to Polygon [J n + A (1 - n), L n + O (1 - n), I n + V (1 - n)].
Going back in the drawing pad and sliding the bullet on the sliding bar we can see
the triangle AOV leaving its position and moving toward JLI position.
Proceeding in the same way, can be realized any sliding of any triangle from one
position to another.

3. Representing a parallel base section
In this section we will represent a section of the pyramid by a plane parallel with its base.
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Place a point E on the segment AV. In this manner, the point E is a dependent object
and can be moved along the segment, but not away from it.

Starting from point E, we will draw the parallel line EF to AB, that
intersects BV in F, then from point F we will draw the parallel line FG to BC,
that intersects CV in G, and from this point we’ll draw the parallel line GH to CD, that
intersects DV in H.

Image 6.

Using point previously found, construct the polygon EFGH, which is modeling the
section of the pyramid by a plane parallel to its base.
Sliding the point E along the edge AV will move and resize the section.

4. Hiding or Showing Objects
Talking about two different sections and about three working triangles in a pyramid, it is
quite concerning to imagine or see all of these in the same picture.

Image 8.

Image 7.
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GeoGebra has a feature named Check box to Show / Hide objects, that fits our needs.

Image 9.
Choosing the button ”Check box to Show / Hide Objects” will open a dialog box, that asks
for the Caption name and for the object/s that will be shown / hidden by this particular
Check box.
If, as said before, each section or working triangle will have a different color, it will
be easy to select all parts of the same object. For example, the parts of the Diagonal
Sections are displayed in green, the same color as the triangle in the pyramid. So from the
list with all the objects used, select the ones that are green, being part of the same polygon.

Image 10.
For each and every object we want to hide, we have to go over these steps.
Same as the vertices or the pyramid, the position of the Check box might very well
be fixed. That way, the check box will always be visible on the drawing pad, letting you the
choice of what you want to see or not.
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